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Dark Star Lady
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I saw a dream walking under foreign skies.
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She came out of the sunshine with the stars in her eyes.
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There's a darkness that's hiding beneath her bright disguise
F
G
And you'll find with the sunrise
A
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That she's a dark star lady.
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I was lost in the darkness, crying out for some light.
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She stood out like a beacon, defying the night.
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Is she driving the dark away, or is this just another game?
A
G
Are you the moth that in the candle burns?
Bm
E
Flying from the darkness, caught between the cold and the flame?
I saw a dream walking like she hadn't a care.
She came out of the sunshine with the wind in her hair.
The sun and the wind can blind you -- you reach and she's not there.
She's fair, but unfair -You'll find she's a dark star lady.
I was lost on an ocean with no wind for my sail.
She blew in like a zephyr from a mariner's tale.
Will she bring you to port again? Will she ever set you free?
Will she trap you in the hurricane?
Is she gonna send you, condemn you to the depths of the sea?
I saw a dream walking while I stood in the rain.
She came out of the sunshine and led me home again.
But her heart is a desert drying you, till only bones remain.
As you're learning the pain
Of loving a dark star lady.
I was drifting in limbo at the doorstep of hell.
With the wings of an angel, she bore me up where I fell.
But you'll find she's a Lucifer, and you'll wish that you had taken flight.
Are you getting just what you deserve
When the dark fire of the demon, dark fire of the devil burns bright?
I saw a dream walking in a nightmare today.
She came out of the sunshine to drive the light away.
She's drinking you dry, she's draining you, like a spider's prey.
No way to escape
The heart of a dark star lady.

